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Fashion - joy in life.  

gardeur’s new 2022 Spring/Summer collection stands for joy in life. This is reflected 
by a diverse colour palette and innovative materials. Here accents from the 70s, 
80s and 90s are synonymous with positivity and joie de vivre complementing the 
collection with contemporary twists.  
 
Natural tones with a harmonious and quiet mood paired with a lively variety of 
colours give rise to not only joy in fashion but also in life. The combination of 
radiant grenadine (lime, neon orange and pink) as well as of bright yellow and 
green shades or bubblegum colours (Cradle Pink, Lilac Chiffon, Aqua Splash 
and Mango) serves to complement the rather earthy tones (Vintage Khaki, Olive, 
Irish Cream and Marshmallow), thereby building novel suspense and whetting 
the appetite for summer. 

gardeur New Denim

The Denim x Love series is extended to include bleached washings and an “op-
tic white”. Pull-on Capri pants (style Cindy) and shorts (style Vicky) add to the  
summery theme.

The JoggDenim style now also comes in bleached. The next summer season will 
also see joggskirts in a soft, casual denim jersey as highlights joining the best-
selling joggpant styles. 

Authentic Denim continues featuring as a brilliant high-fashion choice and will 
be offered in both bleached and white from Spring/Summer 2022. The success-
ful slim-fit and straight-fit styles are joined by a new kick-flared one with a 68 cm, 
frayed hemline and by a boot-cut style with 82 cm hemline. The silhouette shift 
is completed by relaxed, loose-fit styles, hip boyzees with elaborate washes and 
distressed jeans. With this range gardeur again gives proof of its denim expertise.  

Tencel denim impresses us as a midsummer denim used for cropped worker 
styles, Bermudas feature alongside high-fashion egg-shape pants with top pleats 
and sophisticated seams. Cool materials with a flowing drape and with a both 
dull and glossy finish set the scene for summer.   

Collection

For summer 2022 gardeur rings in an exciting silhouette shift:

The new egg shape goes hand in hand with a loose and relaxed fit focusing on 
comfort. This novel silhouette is characterised by a conical leg shape and narrow 



hem width, refined by elaborate seams. gardeur interprets these egg-shaped 
pants in cool-dye cotton as well as in Tencel and Tencel denim in conjunction 
with innovative washes. Striking, summery colours build additional suspense and 
invite wearers to remember the early days. 

With their loose and informal fit peg-top trousers are just as synonymous with 
well-being. They score points with their characteristic, conical legs and top pleats. 
Also associated with a summery casual look are informal worker and cargo pants. 
Workwear-style pants are rather relaxed and loose. They contrast with those car-
go pants with narrow legs and patch pockets. Complementing these are pull-on 
pants in summery cotton Cupro that boast ultimate casual hipness. The “reposi-
tory” of new silhouettes is rounded off by the kick-flared pants, which come in a 
cropped slim fit and a wide choice of fabrics: jersey, scuba and denim as well as 
coloured denim. Naturally supple materials with a matt lustre such as cotton  
Cupro, Tencel linen and Tencel denim are especially suitable for these new  
relaxed silhouettes. 

As before, a relaxed fit in the form of joggpants can be found in the gardeur 
collection and will be revisited by means of functional two-way stretch materials 
such as techno and jersey fabrics. Chinos with different hem widths in cotton 
satin as well as a wide variety of cotton prints re-interpret the city style.  

Loose, airy trousers are an absolute must for summer. Which is why wide legs 
feature in both long and cropped styles in flowing viscose and recycled polyester 
fabrics with newly interpreted, multi-coloured Paisley and patchwork prints.  

Slim pull-on fits and 5-pockets continue to play a prominent role in gardeur’s 
summer collection and are placed in the limelight by soft scuba and jersey fabrics 
in tone-on-tone shades or attention-grabbing and multi-layered floral all-over 
prints. The majority of these slim pants are cropped in summer style and some 
feature slit hems.  
The slim fits are also given a special twist by the revival of cropped kicked flareds, 
offered in both soft materials and jersey, scuba and coloured denim.   

Summery, lightweight coloured denims in a Batik look reminiscent of former Hippie 
aesthetics as well as new cool-dye washes symbolise hip sportiness and are an 
expression of joie de vivre. 
Bermudas and shorts made of Cupro, Tencel, Tencel linen and various cotton 
fabrics round off the summery theme. Workwear and cargo-type Bermudas with a 
rather looser fit come across as charmingly elegant and relaxed.  

Skirts

Mini-skirts are offered as pencil styles, wrap-around or pull-on skirts. They come  
in a multitude of materials such as jersey and jacquards as well as high-tech fabrics 
with zipper details. They captivate us with their simplicity and easy-to-wear proper-
ties.



Thanks to their new, high-fashion length midi-skirts are trending and must-
haves for the new summer season. They are styled in various silhouettes: in a 
slight A-line and jog styles as well as wrap-around skirts or workwear types refi-
ned by tucks and top-stitched pleats. Materials here range from polyester and 
viscose blends to jacquards not forgetting fine gabardine and cotton voile. The 
theme comes full circle with patchwork prints.  
Pleated skirts come in flowing viscose and polyester fabrics with novel patch-
work patterns and multi-coloured Paisleys in combination with decorative rubber 
waistbands. They exude a romantic, elegant summer freshness.  
Lace skirts are given a new, modern slant as pleated skirts. These contrast with 
casual wrap-around skirts projecting a sporty look with their chic buttons. 

Maxi-skirts feature a summery, modern length that combines elegance with 
hipness. One of the must-have items this summer season will be asymmetrical 
tiered skirts in a slim A-line with side slit pockets. 
Alongside this are tiered skirts with intense all-over prints that exude special 
elegance, project a lightweight appearance and have a Flower Power feel of free-
dom to them.   
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